SLO Assessment
Thursday May 9, 2012
Present: Mark, Beth
SLO “blurb” to faculty (#1)
Please explain the assessment briefly (“this was assessed by ___”). Please address the
following:
1. Whether or not you are satisfied with the SLO
2. Are there recommendations for improvement of student learning (for example, any
changes to the way this course is taught that might help improve student learning)?
3. Budget implications and cost breakdown (even if there are no budget
recommendations, please state this)

In Tracdat – question mark next to “assessment narrative” – contains the other “blurb” we
worked out for giving feedback to faculty regarding what to write.
Remind faculty – “if you had a recommendation for yourself the last time you assessed this SLO
– please follow-up and let us know how it went - what did you do differently based on your
recommendation for change?”.

Assessed Today:
MUS 104 B – History of Rock
MUS 112 – Basic Music Theory 2 – SLO 4, 5: “be sure to follow up on your current
recommendation”
MUS 125 A- Beginning Voice: Broadway and Popular Music
PSY 102 – Child and Adolescent Development – AC: “It seems as though your narrative contains
recommendations; please consider putting these in the ‘Recommendations’ section”.


Heather - PSY 102, 103, 111 – In narrative: ? used in place of ‘ and “ – Heather, any
insights into why this is happening?



Kurt – should the committee provide written feedback for each SLO for every course, if
there is nothing to improve or change (we’ve been writing “good job” or “Thank you” –
do we have to do this for every SLO?)

PSY 103 – Adult Development – AC: “Do you think there is anything that you could do
differently in your teaching that might help the 13% who had “no understanding”?
PSY 104 – Social PSY
PSY 111 – PSY of Personal Growth

This week – committee completed Music and Psychology classes.

Feedback from today’s meeting has been put directly into Tracdat.
Tracdat: Feedback from assessment committee is provided in Tracdat under “Assessment
Results”, “Recommendations” and titled “AC” (for “Assessment Committee”).

